
SEPA 51ST STATE INITIATIVE:
Designed as an alternative to the contentious debates surrounding 
market and rate reform, the 51st State Initiative creates a platform 
for experts and industry leaders to discuss the future of energy in the 
electric industry and support the utility sector evolution. 

1. Mapping the Dynamics of Energy Transformation: Conversations 
about the evolution of the electricity marketplace (April 2016). A 
summary of conversation and insight shared at the 2016 51st State 
Summit by industry thought leaders on the future of the electricity 
market.

2. Blueprints for Electricity Market Reform: Summary of Key 
Insights (September 2016). Over two dozen utilities and industry 
entrepreneurs analyzed the 51st State Initiative deliverable. From the 
process, SEPA identified four key “doctrines” sharing consensus on 
the utility’s role in a DER optimized future that point to “least regrets” 
decision points for policymakers to address.

3. 51st State Perspectives: The Integration of Distributed Energy 
Resources: California and New York (January 2017). In partnership 
with ScottMadden, this report examines the similarities and 
differences between the distributed energy planning processes for 
California and New York.

4. 51st State Perspectives: DERs are Coming and Illinois will be Ready 
for Them (June 2017). In partnership with ScottMadden, this report 
will focus on how grid modernization initiatives in Illinois apply across 
the swimlanes and address each of the doctrines.

5. 51st State Perspectives: The Colorado Settlement: An Oral 
History (July 2017). This report goes behind the scenes in the “global 
settlement” in Colorado that was negotiated in summer 2016 based 
on interviews with key participants focusing on the process.

6. Load Shape Segmentation for Optimizing Distributed Energy 
Resource Deployment and System Efficiencies (September 2017). 
This report will present segmenting customers by load shape as a 
new bottom-up decision making approach to deploying customer 
programs and utility assets.

SEPA RESEARCH PUBLICATION SERIES: 
Best-in-class smart energy research offers data and insights that equip 
members with the knowledge they need to make educated decisions 
about solar power, demand response, energy storage and other enabling 
technologies.

Beyond the Meter
7. The Potential for a New Customer-Grid Dynamic (August 2016). 

Focusing on distributed energy resource (DER) program strategy and 
planning, SEPA’s first report in the Beyond the Meter series profiles 
utilities working on innovative approaches to engage customers and 
launch DER programs. 

8. Addressing the Locational Valuation Challenge for Distributed 
Energy Resources: Establishing a common metric for locational 
value (September 2016). In partnership with Nexant, this paper 
draws on utility investment examples to propose a locational capacity 

valuation method by 1) assessing the distribution capacity provided 
by individual DERs, then 2) accounting for their stacked deferral and 
combined value. 

9. Distributed Energy Resource Capabilities Guide (September 2016). 
As utilities begin to transition to a more distributed power grid, new 
tools will be called upon to optimize grid infrastructure. This guide 
explores the potential value of various DERs to provide power, 
capacity, and ancillary services to the grid.

10. Proactive Distribution Planning for Distributed Energy Resources 
(February 2017). In partnership with Black & Veatch, this report 
shares the experiences of five U.S. utilities activities in proactive DER 
planning and integration, and provides step-by-step guidance on how 
a utility could more proactively plan.

11. Planning the Distributed Energy Future, Volume 1: Emerging 
electric utility distribution planning practices for distributed 
energy resources (V.2) (May 2017). In partnership with Black & 
Veatch, this updated report shares the experiences of five U.S. utilities 
activities in proactive DER planning and integration, and provides 
step-by-step guidance on how a utility could more proactively plan.

12. Planning the Distributed Energy Future, Volume 2: A case study 
of utility integrated DER planning in the Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District (May 2017). In partnership with Black & Veatch, 
this report provided an example of a utility using the step-by-step 
guidance from Volume I to proactively plan for DER integration. 

13. Required Reading for a Modern Grid (June 2017). Co-authored with 
the Rocky Mountain Institute and Advanced Energy Economy, this 
report provides an annotated overview of key foundational studies on 
DERs and the positive value to the grid.

14. Consumer Platform of the Future (October 2017). In partnership 
with the Smart Grid Consumer Collaborative, this research will focus 
on the changes in the volume and complexity of consumers’ decisions 
and provide insights into how best utilities can provide new services 
to their customers.

Market Snapshot
15. 2015 Utility Solar Market Snapshot (July 2016). Tracking record 

solar installation growth in 2015, this report covers national 
utility solar market trends, as well as solar economics, policies, 
programs, and technologies. Key discussion include residential rate 
restructuring, tax incentives, community solar programs, and large-
scale solar development. 

16. 2017 Utility Solar Market Snapshot (July 2017). Tracking record 
solar installation growth in 2016, this report covers national utility 
solar market trends, as well as solar economics, policies, programs, 
and technologies. Key discussion include grid modernization activities 
and community solar.

17. 2017 Utility Storage Market Snapshot (August 2017). In this first 
annual report, SEPA will share the results of the 2016 energy storage 
survey and include national market trends. 

18. 2017 Utility Demand Response Market Snapshot (September 
2017). In partnership with Navigant, this first annual report on utility-
led demand response programs will include 2016 data and national 
demand response market trends. 
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Asset Management
19. Resource Guide: Utility Solar Asset Management and Operations 

and Maintenance (February 2016). This guide focuses on asset 
management and operations and maintenance issues for utility-scale 
solar projects and includes a list of resources on key topics. These 
resources include information on project cost improvement and risk 
control by suggesting preemptive activities. 

20. Utility-Scale Solar: The Path to High-value, Cost-competitive 
Projects (April 2016). Provides insight into utility-scale solar PV 
project economics. Understanding the major drivers are key 
to securing high-value, cost-competitive projects, because they 
determine the value of solar in the resource mix, as well as project 
valuation. 

21. Utility Solar Tax Manual: A Comprehensive Guide to Federal 
Incentive Programs (V.4) (October 2016). In partnership with 
Chadbourne & Parke LLP, this report includes information about the 
ITC extension, new rules related to battery storage systems combined 
with eligible solar systems, and other significant changes in related 
solar tax law.

22. Proactive Solutions to Curtailment Risk: Identifying new contract 
structures for utility-scale renewables (January 2017). In 
partnership with ScottMadden, this report details new curtailment 
risk approaches to ease increasing curtailment risk in Hawai’i as its 
distributed solar penetration grows.

23. Effective Asset Management for Solar and Energy Storage 
(February 2017). In partnership with Garnet3, this online slide-
deck provides information for on components of solar and energy 
storage asset management, PV operation factors that may influence 
solar asset health, and how asset managers play a role to mitigate 
associated risks. 

Other Technology-Focused Reports
24. Accelerating the Adoption of Community Solar (February 2016). 

In partnership with the Pacific Consulting Group, this report assesses 
the results of a community choice model, based on feedback from 
potential community solar subscribers. 

25. What the Community Solar Customer Wants (August 2016). In 
partnership with the Shelton Group, this report provides quantitative 
results of the 2,000 respondents, nationwide community solar survey 
in the report, and explores customer profiles and preferences and the 
relative importance of various model attributes.

26. Identifying Business Structures to Maximize the Potential of 
Microgrids (December 2016). Co-authored with the Electric Power 
Research Institute, this report examines microgrid configurations and 
challenges to their adoption. It also details ownership and business 
models and discusses strategic grid integration. 

27. Utilities & Electric Vehicles: The case for managed charging (April 
2017). This report provides an overview of the managed charging 
ecosystem, including lists of suppliers and platform providers, 
potential utility benefits/impacts, and examples of utility programs 
and automotive industry activities.

28. Explaining Solar Rates to Customers (July 2017). In partnership with 
ESource, this report provides SEPA membership insights from  

a dozen utilities that participated in the 2016 community solar 
working group activities.

29. Technical Challenges to DER Aggregation in Wholesale Power 
Markets (August 2017). In partnership with the Edison Electric 
Institute, this report will assess the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on DER Aggregation 
and will provide a summary of key technical challenges based on 
stakeholder comments.

SEPA MEMBER BRIEF SERIES: 
Periodic short reads to keep SEPA members up to date with industry  
hot topics.

30. Are Community Solar Customers Buying Renewable Energy? 
(February 2016). Examines the potential legal challenge to the  
way renewable energy certificates are being allocated for community 
solar projects.

31. Is Battery Storage Cost-Effective for Utilities? (March 2016). 
Reviews the battery storage market taxonomy and its application  
and relative cost-effectiveness for utilities.

32. Can Electric Vehicle Growth Offset Solar Losses for Utilities? (May 
2016). Compares domestic distributed residential solar production 
forecasts to electric vehicle (EV) consumption forecasts. Also 
illustrates how utilities are encouraging new EV load growth in their 
service territories. 

33. Can Merchant Solar Power Plants Profit in Wholesale Electricity 
Markets? (June 2016). Explores the financials behind solar projects 
competing within the wholesale power market rather than in utility 
RFPs.

34. Will Hawaii’s Self-Supply Program Fundamentally Reshape the 
State’s Solar and Battery Markets? (August 2016). A deep-dive into 
the Hawaii net metering ‘self-supply’ option and the technologies 
required to achieve that goal.

35. How Do Changes in Residential Electricity Rates Impact DER 
Technologies? (October 2016). When exploring rate design options, 
rate changes should be seen in the context of long-term impacts 
on other distributed energy resources to prevent unintended 
consequences. This explores how rate changes make impact the suite 
of DER technologies.

36. Are Virtual Power Plants A New Phenomenon Or Just New 
Branding? (November 2016). Defines virtual power plants and 
provides a taxonomy of the current market landscape. 

37. Are You Smarter Than a Thermostat? (February 2017). Compares 
the growth of smart thermostats to the traditional direct load control 
switch programs and outlines the potential benefits of going ‘smart’.

38. Low Income Solar 2.0: Serving All...Saving Money? (May 2017). 
Summarizes new program designs that have increased access to low-
income consumers and provides a new concept around leveraging 
existing utility bill subsidies to fund a long-term solar solution.

39. Will We Still Be Streamlining Interconnection 10 Years From 
Now? (June 2017). Defines the state-of-the-art in PV interconnection 
processes and how it could be extended to new DER technologies.

Additional member briefs under consideration; contact Erika Myers (emyers@sepapower.org) or Tanuj Deora (tdeora@sepapower.org) for details.


